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Belleville Bulls

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

B  C  B  B+  B    B+

#4 Krupp,Bjorn
Mar 06/91  LD 6.02  189

Gm. Rat. Type

B-  B+   SD

Son of Uwe Krupp, born in US, played with USNTDP... purely a defensive defender... Pro size and skating ability, 
should continue to get bigger... eluded forecheckers well when retrieving puck behind net and-or corner after dump 
ins, smart, quick movements - sometimes had to as a result of bobbling the puck... played lanes and angles well to 
rub out guys into the boards as they`d rush the zone up the wing... not played on the PK or PP, but caughtthe tail 
end of a PP shift.. laid some solid hits... -1 on the night... counted 16 shifts (7-3-6), not being on special teams kept 
him on bench... would have bigger role on weaker team.

Mississauga St. Michael's Majors

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

A- B- A- B   B+   A

#10 Flemming,Brett
Feb 26/91  RD 5.11.75  172

Gm. Rat. Type

A   B+   OD

was on for SHG for, but 2 PPG against (including a 4 on 3 PPGA), +3 on the night...  despite size issues, still not a 
weakness due to strong positional play (as long as strength level keeps growing)... had constant battle with Tangradi 
all night, frustrating him enough to draw him into a foolish penalty out of frustration in 3rd... Flemming had already 
won the battle before that incident... great in transition, St. Mike`s would be lost without their main cog...out in all 
situations... trying to use shot more - shot is weak, but he makes sure to put it low and on net, wrister or slap... if he 
sees a time to jump up into play or drive net (had rush from ctr ice in 1st), he takes it (never seen him burned on it 
defensively yet)... snuck from point to lip of right side of crease... when his goalie was out of position, he went post to 
post himself and stopped a wraparound attempt from being jammed in.... rode a few guys into the boards, notably 
Tangradi several times.<br>

shifts - 28 (9-9-10) 9 PK shifts... takes long shifts<br>Im more impressed by him every game - especially against the 
top player on the top line of the top team in the conference tonight. He may appear small-ish, but his defensive 
abilities are sound, and always will be if he maxes out his 5`11 frame... like Zubov meets Brian Campbell... a RH 
shooting D-man, PP QB. If he slips out of the top 100, he`ll be a steal.<br>

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

C  B- C  C+  D    D

#53 Mashinter,Brandon
Sep 20/88  LW 6.04  232

Gm. Rat. Type

C-  D+   PF

Huge overage UFA... Slow , not intense on backcheck... big man in front on 2nd PP unit... was on for PPG for... on 
for 5on5 against and one goal for... big guy stands in front but doesnt battle... at 6'4 232 was knocked off puck by 
smaller players several times... rarely moving his feet, so often not where he should be when he should be there... 
could be much more physical... had lots of time to release shot of LW rush, had blocked and over glass after he took 
forever to release... ran down small guys by accident without looking (W. Wallen), but cant seem to do it when he 
should... 15 shifts (6/5/4 by period), coach didnt put him out in last 7 mins of game (after a minus)-cant blame the 
coach... no hustle or edge here tonight.

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

B+ B  A  B   B+   B-

#6 Subban,Pernell
May 13/89  RD 6.00  202

Gm. Rat. Type

B   B+   OD

Seems to only leave the ice to rest. Must have played over 25 mins in 7-4 loss.

Rushed puck several times, very well, end to end. Gets respect from opponents at this level - getting cocky. Has no 
intention to pass once he takes off - like a running back, he goes til hes stopped... looks good, team leader... but will 
learn lessons hard in pro if he continues to rush without looking for teammates.

... active teammate/leader during pre-game skate, having fun...
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Notes
watched pre-game skate... watched Krupp, Mashinter, Flemming and Wallen in detail, tired to watch Pelech, Cizikas, 
Subban, and Mayer casually.

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

B- C  B- D+  B-   B-

#19 Mayer,Jordan
Aug 24/91  C 5.08.5  167

Gm. Rat. Type

B   B-   PM

was moved to RW for todays game, centred by Cizikas... doesnt take passes clean (still working on taking pass while 
keeping head up maybe)... had one assist... always seems to collect points despite severe lack of size and 
strength... did knock the much bigger Brandon Mashinter (6`4, 230) off the puck and steal at one point... plus 2 on 
the night

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

B  B- B- A-  B    B-

#17 Pelech,Michael
Oct 06/89  C 6.02  212

Gm. Rat. Type

A   B-   2way

Watched casually, made easy by the fact he stuck out so much... been wanting to watch in detail, will soon, just so 
many players to watch in this game.



pure hustle, lots of energy, one of the junior players with the most edge ive seen recently... scored SHG in 1st - 
goalie charged out for loose incoming puck in high slot, with Pelech first on it with a defender draped on him. as all 3 
collided, Pelech came out with the puck on the back of the goalie, and skated it into the empty net off the right side...  
one of the more frequent hitters on the team, solid if not elite in all areas... want to watch more closely.

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

B  B- B+ C   B    B

#18 Wallen,William
Aug 16/91  LW 5.08  170

Gm. Rat. Type

A   C+   Sn

shifty, small, swede import rookie... scored 2 goals in the 3rd period... took notably short shifts - stamina issues as a 
result of brain-bloodclot tragedy he made it through maybe... before the 3rd, i wondered if he`d be on the ice long 
enough to even see what he could do... had 14 shifts, with far more in 3rd after his first goal, he rode wave of 
confidence to score another quickly... shifts by period 4-4-6, had a bit of PP time... lined up at a few forward 
positions... small, but tries hard- got run down by 6`4 230 B.Mashinter when Mash wasnt even looking... 3rd period 
dangle goal (drove down RW side, made d-man look silly at top of circle, fired nice snapshot thru goalie) dropped 
every jaw in the arena... was chosen to serve bench minor in 2nd (not looked to for PK)... looks unsure of how high 
or low to play when watching his point man, but is attentive to it... covered point when Flemming rushed net- then 
abandoned it for some reason - only time ive ever seen Flemming get caught on a pinch, but was becasue he FIRST 
saw Wallen go cover, then apparently òpt-out`... had about 6 Shots on goal, mainly in 3rd... seemed to turn it up with 
more ice time and a confidence boost - progression throughout game was noticeable... still sometimes doesnt take 
all passes cleanly, but looks to have moves and finish... not strong defensively yet, but paying attention...

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

B  B  B  B   B+   B+

#11 Cizikas,Casey
Feb 27/91  C 5.10.25  190

Gm. Rat. Type

A-  B    CP

Scored on breakaway on nice move (5 hole on backhand deke) - but move up ice anticipating giveaway by 
opposition and quick transition pass by his Dman even better - puck hit his stickinches over the blueline as he 
followed step, slipping right behind defender slightly to go in cleanly (was also the GWG)... generally responsible in 
all zones, Jordan Mayer was moved onto his right wing for this game... good offensively and defensively, projects as 
solid 3rd liner and penalty killer... smart, responsible, reliable,leadership skills, not elite at anything in particular but 
solid in all areas... could be flashier if he wasnt so solid and responsible... would maybe be a higher scoring junior if 
he wasnt paying such diligent attention to the details usually refined in the AHL.
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